to that of pr/m, and R/ffl is a field.
Remark. Neither the proposition nor the proof above requires that R be commutative. Now let R be an integral domain with field of quotients L, and let M be an i?-module. Then ranksi7 = dimL L®RM. It is easy to see that rank^Af Pr(M), with equality if and only if M is free. If N is a submodule of M we call N closed in M if M/N is torsion free. If S is any subset of M, the closure of S in M is the smallest closed submodule of M containing 5. Proposition 1.2. Let R be an integral domain for which every torsion free R-module is a direct sum of modules of ranks at most k (k ^ 1). Then, for each maximal ideal M of R, p*(Rw)^k + l.
Proof. To show that the hypothesis on R is inherited on í?sr we observe that if 4 is a finitely generated i?¡m-module, and 73 is the i?-submodule of 4 generated by a finite i?sro-generating set of 4, then 4 =Rw®rB, so if 73 splits into a direct sum, so does 4. Hence, we may assume R is already local.
Suppose there is an ideal 21= ¿fif Rai ER with /¿(SI) ( = Pit(%)) = k+2.
Let F = Rh+2 and a=(ai, ■ • • , ak+2)EF. We claim that a belongs to no proper direct summand of F. For suppose the contrary.
Since R is local projective modules are free, so this amounts to saying that, relative to some new basis for F, a has at least one zero coordinate. But SI is the ideal generated by the coordinates of a relative to any basis of F. E.g. an invariant description of 21 is: SI = {/(a)|/GF*}, where F* = HomÄ(F, R). Therefore, since ju(Si)=& + 2, no coordinate of a can vanish. Now let K denote the closure of [a] in F, and set 4 =F/K. Then 4 is torsion free, p(A)^k + 2, and, since rank7£ = l(7C= {xGF|rxG7^a for some r9*0 in R}), rank 4 =rank F -rank K = k + \. We claim that 4 is indecomposable; once shown, this will conclude the proposition. Suppose 4 = 73 ©C. Then we have, using (1.1), p(B) + p(C) = p(A) ûk + 2, rank 73 + rank C = rank A = k + \, and rank B ^ p(B), rank C ^ p(C).
From these conditions we conclude that either rank 4 =p(A), rank B=p(C), or rank C -p(Q ; i.e. either 4, 73, or C is free. 4 is not free for then K would be a proper direct summand of F containing a. Suppose, therefore, that B, say, is free. Projecting A onto B with kernel C induces a map/ of F onto B which thus splits. Now as above, since aQkerf, ker/= F, so B = 0. The next proposition sharpens a result of Cohen [3, Theorem 10] . We first record a version of the Chinese Remainder Theorem which we shall need. If 7? is Noetherian, TiT-dim 7? denotes the Krull dimension of 7?, i.e. the maximum length of a chain of prime ideals in 7?.
Proposition
1.4 (Cohen) . 7/7? is a Noetherian integral domain for which tt*iRw) úkfor all maximal ideals "SSI, then K-dim Roland ft* (R) i£max(2, k).
Proof. 7£-dim7?^l by [3, Corollary 1 to Theorem 10]. Moreover, if k= 1 then 7? is a Dedekind ring and the conclusion is well known in this case (see [9, p. 279] ). Hence, we may assume k^2, and we must show u*(R) ^k. At this point we have concluded the easier half of our main theorem (Theorem 1.7). We now commence the more difficult task of decomposing certain torsion free modules. The next proposition accomplishes a first reduction of the problem. Proof. By [l, Theorem 3.3] the conclusion above is equivalent to the condition that 21= (2I-1)-1 for all nonzero ideals 21 in 7?. Since we know that K-dim R ^ 1 it therefore suffices to prove Lemma 1.6. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain with 7i-dim 7?^1, and let 58C2I be nonzero ideals with %T1'=%r\ Then if uR(W) g2, 21 = 33.
Proof. Everything localizes properly, so we may reduce to the case where then Kezl, and we may choose xG9Kx_1 so that xaEbR; then mxaEbR, and xJ-'Co-'ADi-1.
However, since 33 = (9M, 6) = (SWo, 6), x&^GSS"1, so
contradiction. An example at the end of this section shows that the hypotheses of (1.6) are fairly delicate.
We now state our principal theorem. Theorem 1.7. Let Rbe a Noetherian integral domain whose integral closure, R, is a finite R-module. Then every torsion free R-module is a direct sum of modules of rank one if and only if p*(R) ^ 2. Moreover, in this case every torsion free R-module of rank one is a projective S-module for a unique ring S with RQSQR.
The proof is an induction on the finite length l(R/R). We prepare for the proof with three lemmas. The induction step is accomplished with (1.5) and (1.8) when R is local. Then we use (1.3), (1.9), and (1.10) to pass first to the semi-local, and finally to the general case. Lemma 1.9. If R is a commutative Noetherian ring and 0-»4-*B-*C-»0 an exact sequence of (finitely generated) R-modules, then the sequence splits if and only if it splits locally.
Proof. The finiteness assumptions guarantee that Extjj (C, A) localizes properly; i.e. Ext^C, 4)src = Extß2R(CsK, 4a«). Viewing the exact sequence as an element of Ext]¡(C, 4), therefore, the lemma reduces to the familiar fact that an element of an 7?-module is zero if and only if it becomes zero at all localizations. Lemma 1.10. Let R be a local Noetherian integral domain with maximal ideal 9ft, and let 7C-dim 7?= 1. Suppose A is a torsion free R-module and a is a nonzero element of A for which the closure of {a} in A is a direct summand. Then there exists an integer n>0 such that if a'=a mod 9ft"A, the closure of {a'} in A is a direct summand.
Proof. Write A=A0@B with AQ the closure of {a} in A; A0 = {yG^| r7G7?aforsomer?^0in7?}.
Choose a9á0 in 7? so that aAoQRa; this is clearly possible. Then take n large enough so that 9ft"Qaffl; this is possible because, 7i-dim 7? being one, every nonzero ideal is Sift-primary. Now suppose a' =a-\-ß with ßQWA. Write ß = ßo+ßx, ßoQAo, ßxQB. Then /3oG9ftMoC2ftaA0 Q'$RRa = ffla, so ßo = ma for some mGSft, and a-\-ßo=z(i-r-m)a.
Since 1+w is a unit there is no harm in replacing a by (l-\-m)a, in which case we may assume ß = ßxQB. Let A0' be the closure of {a'\ in A. Since a^O it is clear that A¿r\B = 0, soif A' = A¿+B, then actually A' = A¿ ®B.
We conclude by showing that A'=A, for which it suffices to show that AoC^F. Let yQAo then ay = ra for some rQR. Write ß = aß' (recall ßQ*WtnA QaW.AQaA).
Then a(y+rß') =ay+raß'= raA-rß = ra'; thus yA-rß'QAo' QA'. But since B is closed in A, and aß' -ßQB, we have ß'QB. Therefore rß'QBQA', so, finally, yQA¿+B = A'.
We shall now prove Theorem 1.7, by induction on l(R/R), the case R = R being the classical theory of Steinitz-Chevalley (see [4] ) for Dedekind rings. As has been pointed out above, one of the implications follows immediately from (1.2) and (1.4). Our task now is to show that if A is a nonzero torsion free 7?-module, then A is a direct sum of modules of rank one. We proceed in three steps: local, semi-local, and general.
Local case. We may assume A has no nonzero free direct summands (after removing any that exist). Let A0 be a closed submodule of A of rank 1 ; then Ao is isomorphic to an ideal in 7?. If AB is cyclic it is free, so, by (1.5), A0 is a free direct summand of A, contrary to our assumption above. Hence, A0 is isomorphic to a nonprincipal ideal of 7?, so, by (ii) of (1.8), Ao is actually an 7?i-module, where 7?i = 9ft_1, 9ft being the maximal ideal of 7?. Since every element of A belongs to a closed submodule of rank one it follows that A itself enjoys the structure of an 7?i-module. Moreover, by (i) of (1.8), Ir^R/Rx) <Ir(R/R), so we finish by induction.
Remark. This part of the proof does not establish our result for local rings, since 7?i need only be semi-local.
Semi-local case. It suffices to show that A has a direct summand of rank one. Let 9fti, •• -, 9ft, be the maximal ideals of 7?. By the local case we may choose an aiQA such that the closure of {a,} in the T^-module -AsKi is a direct summand. By (1.10) there is an w,->0 such that a = a¡ mod 9ft^sm¡ implies the closure of {a} in Aw¡ is a direct summand of Ami. Now, by (1.3), General case. Let 99?i, • • • , 9)cr be those primes containing the conductor from R to R, and let S = R -UJ_i 99?,. By the semi-local case we may choose a^O in i so that the closure of {a} in 4s is a direct summand of the Rsmodule As. Let 40 be the closure of {a} in 4. As above it suffices to show that the exact sequence 0-»40-»4-»4/40-»0 splits locally. We have arranged this at each 50?,-, i= 1, • • • , r, and at any other m, Rm is a discrete valuation ring, so (4/40)sB is free. Now we come to the final statement in the theorem. A torsion free Rmodule of rank one is isomorphic to an ideal SIC7Í; we must show that 21 is a projective 5-module for a unique ring S, RES ER-Again we induce on Ir(R/R). Write 21= IJ< O,-as a product of primary ideals, and let m¡ denote the radical of Qi. If 21 is invertible 21 is i?-projective; otherwise some O, is not invertible. Then, as in the proof of (1.8), 99?rx is a proper integral overring of R, and 0< is an SK^-module. But then Sttr'SI = SOtr'IL Oj = ILv< OiSRr1*}, = 31, so Si is an SDîr^module, and the existence of 5 follows by induction. Now if L is the field of quotients of S and 21C7 is a nonzero projective 5-module, then one can show easily that >S={xG7,|x3lC3l}.
This shows that S is unique.
We shall now consider some examples to which Theorem 1.7 applies. A very accessible one, suggested by Kaplansky, is the ring of Gaussian integers with even imaginary part. In this case there are only two isomorphism types of ideals, represented by (1), and (2,2i).
An interesting class of rings is obtained as follows. Let 2 be an additive submonoid of the non-negative integers, with greatest common divisor 1. With K a field, let K2 denote the subring of 7£ [[F] ] consisting of all power series for which Tn has nonzero coefficient only if «£2. Then 7Í2 is a onedimensional complete local integral domain with integral closure 7C [[F] ]. Any such 2 is finitely generated as a monoid, and the minimal number of generators of 2 is the same as that of the maximal ideal in Ks. The relevant observation here is that p*(K^)^k if and only if &£j2. Thus, the examples subject to Theorem 1.7 are those for which 2 is generated by {2, 2« + l}, «^0. If «>0 the inverse of the maximal ideal in Kz is Kx', where 2' is generated by {2, 2(n-1) + 1). An example which exhibits the necessity of the hypotheses in (1.6) is Kx with 2 generated by {6, 10, 15}. For in this ring (r«, r")-1-^ r29) = (r6, ri0, r16)-1. Finally we remark that one should be able to generalize parts of Theorem 1.7 by dropping the requirement that R be an integral domain. While the specific formulation of such a generalization is not clear it should at least include the structure theorem of Reiner [4] for integral representations of cyclic groups of prime order, and perhaps even yield a similar result for more general cyclic groups. It is then clear that for some a?±0 in 7?, aaQP. Now, identifying 7?[X]a with 7?[X] we may assume that P is an ideal in R[X] and that (i) P0 = Pn7?^0. Since R is integrally closed so is 7?[X], and since P is reflexive, P = (P-1)"1. It follows then (see [8, §105] ) that (ii) P is unmixed of height 1. We proceed now to the generalization of Seshadri's results. The essential idea is contained in the next proposition, which we have extracted from Seshadri's argument. It is slightly reminiscent of the Steinitz theorem which asserts that, over a Euclidean ring, bases for a free module and free submodule may be "lined up" properly, so to speak. Curiously, the formulation below does not even require 7? to be Noetherian.
Seshadri proved our Lemma 2.3 with the use of matrices, and this (alone) confined his theorem to principal ideal rings. ->Aut(L')> and Auti(7/) Cim tp.
Proof. 7/= 7,iffi • • • ©£"'. Since R'[X] is a Euclidean ring Auti(7,') is generated by automorphisms of the form a=l¿,+/', where f'(Lk) =0 for ky&i, and f'(Li)EL¡ for some i and/, it*j. Since 7,< is projective we can find a map g : Li->Lj making r g r Li -► Lf commutative. If/: L->L is defined by/(7,*)=0 for ky*i, and/|7,, = g, then/ reduces modulo ^3o to/'. Now clearly a= 1¿+/ covers a'. We need only observe that a is an automorphism. But a_1 = 11-/ (note that/2 = 0). Proof of (2.2). The inclusion LEP induces a map/: L'->P'. Since P' is free and i?'[X] is a Euclidean ring im/C7" is also free, so/ splits. Thus 7/ = ker/ffiim/. If rank ker/=r then we may choose an automorphism a' of 7/ of determinant 1 so that a'(LI ® ■ ■ ■ ©7,,') =ker/. By (1.3) we may lift
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use a! to an automorphism a of L. Then/' is zero on a(7,iffi • • • ®LT)', and a monomorphism on a(7,r+i © • • • ©7,")', and from this our conclusion follows. Theorem 2.4. Let R be a Dedekind ring and P an R[X]-module such that P/fyoP is a torsion free R/fyo[X]-module for all primes tyo in R. Then there is a projective R-module P0 such that P=R [X] ®P0. In particular, P is projective.
Proof. Taking 93o = (0) P is torsion free, so PEK&P, which is a free of rank 1 ; and (ii) aPEL for some a^Oin R.
Since P is Noetherian we may choose L maximal satisfying (i) and (ii) ; the theorem then asserts that L = P. Suppose not; then 3lo= {aGi?|oPC7,} 9*R. Choose a prime $0 dividing Slo. Since SIo^O "ißo must be maximal (R is a Dedekind ring). Moreover, ^oPr\L^%L.
For write 8t0 = ^3oS3o; then $80P(tL, but ^o33o7' CT.. If 93o33oP EÍoL then 33oP C^^oT, = 7,; contradiction. Therefore %%oPE%Pr\L, (t^oL. 
